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Front-page News

Some events of the day

"Erano Rotti e Stracciati": a story of alpinism

Alberto Sciamplicotti is a successful photographer and a
video maker on mountains. He is also the author of the
volumes "Rotti e Stracciati", "Quelli del Pordoi" and he is
going to publish "I vagabondi delle nevi", journey stories
with skis all around the world.

An old man and a child. Better, an old janitor
and a child with the passion for the mountain are
the protagonist of "Erano Rotti e Stracciati", a
book written by Alberto Scamplicotti. Much
more than a book: a story of words, images and
footages tonight, at 9.00 p.m. in Piaz Marconi,
in Canazei. The story, born in a roman district,
tells about Pierluigi Bini and Vito Plumari’
adventures on the Dolomites and on Gran Sasso
many years ago. The fact is accompanied by the
footage on the climbers Ben Laritti and Aldo
Leviti, realized in the seventies by the alpinist
and alpine guide Almo Giambisi, manager of the
Antermoia Refuge. On the background the draws
made by Alberto Graia, in order to tell the reality
and the attitude that join the people who climbed
in the past the entrancing vertical walls.

"Natura Dolomites"
Moena
5.00 – 7.30 pm and 8.00 – 10.00 pm – Mini Civica,
Piaz de Sotegrava. On exhibit the paintings by
Fermando Brunel, artist from Soraga, who has been
depicting the Dolomites since many years. The
protagonists of his works: mountains such as the
Vajolet Towers, flowers, meadows.

The mill run by water
Canazei
10.00 am - 12.00 pm and 3.00 - 7.00 pm - Strèda de
Ciamp Trujan, Penia. Visit the still active ancient
Venetian sawmill "La Sia", part of the Ladin Museum.

The thread is speaking
Vigo di Fassa

High-level walks

Passepartout

10.00 am – 12.00 pm; 4.00-7.00 pm; 8.30-10.00 pm.
School Piaz Massar. On exhibit the embroidery by
Gadotti Moda Designe from Trento.

From Costalunga to Paschè

Tonight "Destinazione Musical"

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

The route starts from Passo Costalunga (1,745
m). You come easily here driving from Vigo for
10 minutes. Once you get here, walk towards
Carezza Lake, till Hotel Alpenrose, in the
proximity of which there is the lower station of
Paolina chairlift, which goes to Refuge Paolina
(2,125 m). Got here, you can continue the hike
on path no.539, and then path no.549: it will
bring you in half an hour to Roda di Vael Refuge
through a beautiful panoramic trail (2,238 m).
From here, descend on path no.548, along the
valley Paschè, where lots of pretty marmots live.
Go ahead in a mule track to Costalunga Pass
(1,15 h). Form the pass it takes about half an
hour to get to the chairlift again, following the
dirt patch parallel to the street (2,30 hrs).

The original show "Tutti a bordo… Destinazione
Musical" is onstage tonight at 9.00 p.m. at
Padiglione Manifestazioni in Pozza. The
performance – dedicated to the international
solidarity volunteers – is a composition of
various sketches taken from famous musicals
and films, interpreted tonight by dancers and
singers of the sport dance association "Des
Étoiles" from Trento. The company, whose artist
director is Mauro D’Alessio, is composed by
more than seventy people. Among the films and
theatrical shows put onstage for the live musical
show, there are Cats, Moulin Rouge, Notre
Dame de Paris, Anastasia, Seven Brides for
Seven Brothers, Dirty Dancing, Flashdance,
Grease and much more.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
One upon a time in Val di Fassa, men used to get married at around thirty, when they demonstrated
the standards imposed by the society. They should be indeed "Cristina, san e procurer l pans" (Ladin
for Christian, healthy and able to provide for bread). Generally loves blossomed during the
summertime on the mountains’ pastures at high altitude or during the winter in the "stua" (room
where family spend time together), during the evening vigils, when parents, girls and boys met to
chat and listen old stories and Ladin legends.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

25/08/2013 (8.30 am)
Sellaronda MTB. Booking at "Sport
Check Point" (against payment).
Canazei

25/08/2013 (9.00 am)
To the foot of Sasso Lungo with local
guides. Booking at "Sport Check
Point" (hike against payment).
Campitello di Fassa
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